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WFP food imports in mt

Air deliveries in m3 facilitated by the Logistics Cluster

The chart represents WFP food imports for its programmes in Yemen, and it includes food commodities imported through commercial
vessels as well as chartered vessels for humanitarian cargo.

The Logistics Cluster facilitates combined chartered airlifts from Djibouti to Sana’a, on a frequency contingent on needs and funding.
In May, the Logistics Cluster coordinated two cargo airlifts:

Source: WFP

•
•

One on 7 May, carrying 11 mt/90 m3 on behalf of WHO
One through two rotations carried out on 23 and 24 May, transporting 28.5 mt/174 m3 on behalf of WHO, MSF, Partnership for
Supply CHain Management, IOM and Medecins du Monde.

In addition, in response to the Cyclone Makunu that hit the Socotra Governorate in Yemen from 23 to 25 May 2018, the WFP-led
Logistics Cluster coordinated airlifts of humanitarian cargo from Aden to Socotra with the aircraft normally prepositioned in Djibouti to
carry out airlifts to Sana’a. Overall, four rotations were carried out over five days, delivering some 52 mt/241 m3 of relief items on behalf
of five organisations.
•
•
•
•

The first rotation was carried out on 31 May, transporting 15 mt of HEBs on behalf of WFP;
The second rotation took place on 02 June, carrying almost 14 mt of Shelter and Protection equipment on behalf of UNHCR and
UNFPA respectively;
The third rotation on 03 June carried some 13 mt of Shelter and WASH equipment on behalf of IOM and UNICEF respectively;
The fourth and last rotation (04 June) transported 10 mt of WASH and food cargo on behalf of UNICEF and WFP.
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Sea cargo transport in m3 facilitated by the Logistics Cluster
The Logistics Cluster facilitates the cargo transport via sea on board the WFP-chartered vessels VOS Apollo and VOS Theia.
VOS Apollo operates a weekly rotation between Djibouti and Aden, whereas VOS Theia travels on average three times a month between
Djibouti and Hodeidah. Both vessels can carry both cargo and passengers, and can be used as staff evacuation means.
In May, VOS Apollo transported 17 mt/66 m3 of cargo from Djibouti to Aden on behalf of WFP, IMC and WHO; VOS Theia transported
134 mt/664 m3 of relief items from Djibouti to Hodeidah on behalf of UNICEF, WHO and WFP.
Source: Logistics Cluster

Average delays in entering ports in May 2018
The operational status of ports as shown on the map is based on information provided by Wilhelmsen Ship Services AS.
Sources: Logistics Cluster, WFP, WSS reports

IMPORTANT
Port delays refer to the time span between arrival at
anchorage area and berthing; it does not include the time
elapsed while awaiting clearances.

Other services facilitated by the Logistics Cluster

Passengers transported between Djibouti
and Aden on VOS Apollo

Overland transport
in Yemen

Liters of fuel (diesel & petrol)
disbursed

Cargo accepted
into storage

82 passengers from 17
organisations over 3 voyages

3,772 m3 on behalf of
5 organisations

134,644 litres to
20 organisations

11,451 m3 on behalf of
2 organisations

Figures correspond to time of reporting, updated might be available in the future | For information on monthly market prices and availability of fuel and food, please see the WFP Monthly Market Watch reports: https://www.wfp.org/content/yemen-monthly-market-watch-2017,
for all information on commercial imports via the Red Sea Ports (including food and fuel), please contact UNVIM https://www.vimye.org/home

